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My grandparents' TV set was a piece of 

furniture, a massive wooden cabinet with 
a 19-inch black-and-white screen, a 
switch that you pulled to turn - 
which brought a high-pitched soun = " for years, I was convinced, no on = C 

could hear. There were vacuum a! 

inside it, and my early memori . 
watching television are tinged wit - - - 
smell of superheated dust and the - - 
popping and tinkling sounds that the Z 
glass tubes would make when the set was 
shut off, as the picture faded to a smaller = 
and smaller white dot in the middle of the 
screen. - - 
'Turn it off; come eat," my grandrnoth- E= 

er would say. "The TV's not going any- 
where," she'd reassure me, which seemed 
to miss the point. I wasn't womed that the 
TV itself was going anywhere, but I was 
fairly sure that the program I was watching 
was going to continue in my absence, that 
if I went to eat, I would miss something, 
an idea that didn't seem to concern my 
grandmother tembly. 

I grew up amid technical clutter and sci- 
entific journals. I'm on my third wave of 
technology now. I know the antiques of 
early communication and sound reproduc- 

- 

tion, the cathedral radios that were out of 
general use by the time I was a child, the 
reel-to-reel tape recorders that predated 
cassettes, the TV sets that you actually had 
to walk to and touch to activate, preremote. 

My grandmother was born near the 
turn of the century, grew up in a 
Manhattan where horses were a primary 
form of transportation, plumbing and 
heating were not to be taken for granted, 
much of her late-night reading done by 
candlelight. There was electricity, but 
often not enough money to pay for it, and 
she lived to see men sent to the moon and 
returned safely. She marveled at this, at 
the scope of the change she'd seen, sci- 
' ence fiction turned to fact. But she also 
knew her own limits. 

"You stop at some point," she would 
say. "Only so much change is possible in 
one lifetime." Let the world do what it 
would, she knew that beyond a certain 
point she couldn't follow. This wasn't a 
philosophical position for her; it was an 
emotional reality, what we might call 
today a statement of boundary. 

And so I wonder, scant weeks before 
the birth of a daughter - our first child 
who will bear my grandmother's name - 
thinking about everything that I want to 
tell her, when it will all be too much for 
me. And will I one day long for the smell 
of hot dust on vacuum tubes, the tinkling 
of cooling glass, that last dot of energyflit- 
ting around the screen until it settles in 
the middle, where it slowly fades to 
black? 
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